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Architecture of the Content-Addressable IBP (IBPCA) 
Rebecca Collins 
Abstract 
This document describes an extension to the Internet Backplane Protocol (IBP), 
called IBPCA. While IBP provides the ability for clients to manage and employ remote 
storage resources, IBPCA adds the ability for clients to address storage by hashes of the 
storage's contents. Thus, it adds a content-addressable layer on top of IBP. This document 
describes the functionality and architecture of IBPCA, and addresses its performance 
implications as compared to unenhanced IBP. 
1 Introduction 
IBP is a system for managing remote storage over a network. IBP servers 
perform this function by allowing clients to allocate space on a depot, and move data to 
and from a depot as well as between depots . The storage management that IBP provides 
can be thought as buffer management, where files sent over the Internet are buffered in a 
temporary byte array, or as a network resource for more permanent files for users to share 
like they share bandwidth [2]. 
IBP operates as server daemon software and a number of procedure calls for the 
client API. The IBP server makes local storage available for remote management. To 
highlight the logistical nature of servers, we call them depots, drawing an analogy to 
material transportation systems. IBP is designed with optional restrictions on resource 
usage; for example, the server may be restricted to using idle memory only, or enforcing 
a time-limit on all storage allocations [2]. 
Clients are able to access byte arrays in IBP depots by means of capabilities. 
There are three types of IBP capabilities: read, write, and manage. Read capabilities give 
the client access to load the contents of the byte array, write capabilities give the client 
access to append to the contents of the byte array, and manage capabilities give the client 
access to probe and change aspects of the byte array, like duration and size. Capabilities 
in IBP come in the form of ASCII text strings that may be passed around the network 
easily: 
ibp://hostname:port/key/WRMKey/WRM 
MD5 is a message digest algorithm used to generate a 128-bit hash from a data file. 
Files that differ by one or more bits typically have different hashes, but with a very small 
probability, the hashes can be the same. This is called a collision. The contents of a file 
cannot be determined from its MD5 hash [1]. In this document, MD5 hashes are also 
referred to as checksums. 
IBPCA adds content addressibility to IBP by incorporating MD5 hashes of the 
stored data into the capabilities. The hashes can be used to index and verify stored data. 
The benefits of having the MDS hash of stored data in the read capabilities are that the 
client can verify that data is transferred intact over the network, and the server can know 
if it is receiving requests to store the same data twice. For the server, this is an advantage 
because redundant storage and network transfers may be avoided. 
2 IBPCA: IBP with MDS 
2.1 IBPCA Architecture 
As a prototype implementation of content-addressibility, we chose to implement 
the IBPCA functionality in a separate server, co-located with an unaltered IBP server. 
The IBP server manages the IBP depots exclusively, while the IBPCA server handles the 
bookkeeping details of conversions between IBP and IBPCA capabilities and acts as an 
intermediary for most communications between the client and the IBP server. The reason 
for the existence of IBPCA is to make the data stored in IBP depots content addressable. 
The IBPCA client library usually connects to the IBP server through the IBPCA server 
but in some API calls it communicates directly with the IBP server. 
2.2 Client API 
There are five operations currently implemented within IBPCA. Figure 1 
provides a definition of the five procedure calls along with a brief description of what 
each call does. 
2.3 Capabilities 
In IBP, clients use read, write and management capabilities to manipulate byte 
arrays. When a client allocates space, all three capabilities are returned to the client. In 
IBPCA, clients use only read and write capabilities. The capabilities in IBPCA have the 
following format: 
Read capabilities: ibpca://hostname:port/R/MD5-checksum 





hostname and port are the hostname and port of the IBPCA server 
MD5 -checksum is the MDS hash of the data in the storage depot that the 
read capability references 
random_string is a randomly generated 32 character string 
The write capability is returned after allocation, but since the MD5 -checksum 
part of the read capability is computed from the contents of the data being stored, the read 
capability is not returned until after data has been stored. In addition, the contents of a 
byte array change after each append, so a new read capability must be generated after 
each append. All read capabilities that correspond to incremental stores in a given byte 
array continue to be valid for the duration of the byte array. 
Saving old read capabilities works because byte arrays stored through IBPCA are 
append-only. Thus, if n bytes are appended to an empty byte array, then the read 
capability will be able to load the contents of the first n bytes of the byte array. If any 
new data is appended to the byte array, then a new read capability with the new 
checksum will be required for accessing the entire byte array, but the original read 
capability will still be sufficient for accessing the first n bytes of the byte array. 
Instead of using management capabilities, IBPCA clients use a read capability or 
a write capability to manage a byte array. Providing a single manage capability is 
insufficient because the byte array can have several different read capabilities, all with 
different sizes, and the size of a given read capability cannot be increased because the 
read capability would then require an updated MD5 checksum. For this reason, there are 
no manage capabilities in IBPCA. 
IBP_CA_allocate( IBP_depot depot, int maxsize, 
IBP_cap writecap) i 
- allocates a byte array in an IBP depot; 
IBP_CA_store( IBP_cap ca_writecap, char *data, 
ulong_t size, IBP_cap readcap) i 
- appends data to an allocated byte array; 
IBP_CA_load( IBP_cap readcap, char *buf, int 
size, int offset) i 
- retrieves data from a depot; 
IBP_cap man_cap, int cmd, 
ibp-probe_info *status) i 
- manages a byte array (e.g. extends duration, increases size); Note: man_cap is 
either a read capability or a write capability 
IBP_CA_store_block( IBP_depot depot, int size, char *data, 
IBP_cap ca_readcap) i 
- stores a block of data that will have read-only access 
Figure 1: IBPCA Client API (Note: Error and bookkeeping details have been 
omitted for clarity; the full API is available in the Appendix.) 
3 Organization 
3.1 Bookkeeping 
When space is allocated on an IBP depot, IBP returns read, write, and 
management capabilities for that storage space. The IBPCA server returns a write 
capability after an IBP _CA_alloca te call and a read capability after every 
IBP_CA_store call. IBPCA's main purpose is keeping track of the IBP capabilities 
and IBPCA capabilities that correspond to each other. To do this, the IBPCA server 
maintains two directories-one for read capabilities, and one for write capabilities. The 
directories are red-black trees that are described in Table 1. 
Directory IBPCA Readcap Directory IBPCA Writecap Directory 
Key IBPCA read capability IBPCA write capability 
Value IBP read capability, Set of IBP capabilities: read, write and manage, 
IBP manage capability, size of byte array, 
size, current size that is utilized, 
duration duration, 
MD5 context (needed to update MD5 checksum 
when new data is appended to a byte array) 
Size 2437 bytes 3549 bytes 
Table 1: Readcap and Writecap Directories (some of the more trivial details are omitted) 
A list of durations of the ca_read and ca_wri te capabilities is also 
maintained so that capabilities may be deleted when they have expired. The memory 
taken up by the read and write capabilities in the duration list is included in the size 
element of Table 1. 
3.2 Communication 
The three communicating parties are the IBPCA server, the IBPCA client, and the 
IBP server. The IBPCA server operates on a level above the IBP server using the IBP 
API (in effect it is a client to the IBP server). Since the servers operate separately, the 
IBPCA server has no access to the internal IBP structures. For this reason some 
infonnation like size and duration of a byte array must be recorded twice. 
IBPCA provides the client API defined in Figure 1. The IBPCA API substitutes 
the IBP API for the client. Internally, IBPCA uses the IBP API. In cases where data is 
not being transferred, all IBP API calls come from the IBPCA server. In cases where 
data is being transferred, the IBP API calls come from the IBPCA client, bypassing the 
IBPCA server so that the data is not sent over the network twice. 
Compared to IBP, IBPCA involves an increased number of communications 
between the client and server. This increases the probability of failure in the applications 
due to network or other complications. This aspect of IBPCA was not considered in the 
design, and has not been tested. 
The rest of this section provides a summary of communication paths of each API call. 
IBP _ CA_allocate 
The IBP_CA_allocate call first connects to the IBPCA server. Then the 
IBPCA server connects to the IBP server with an IBP_allocate call. The IBP server 
returns capabilities to the IBPCA server and the IBPCA server returns a content 
addressable write capability to the client through IBP_CA_allocate. 
IBP _ CA_store_block 
The IBP CA s tore_block call first connects to the IBPCA server. Then the 
IBPCA server connects to the IBP server with an IBP _alloca te call. The IBP server 
returns capabilities to the IBPCA server and the IBPCA server sends the IBP write 
capability to the client. The client connects to the IBP server with an IBP _s tore call. 
The client sends a message to the IBPCA server describing the success of the call, and 
the server returns a content addressable read capability to the client. 
IBP _ CA_store 
The IBP _CA_s tore call first connects to the IBPCA server and sends over the 
content addressable write capability. The IBPCA server then sends the IBP write 
capability corresponding to the client's content addressable capability and the client 
connects to the IBP server with an IBP _s tore call. The client lets the IBPCA server 
know if the call was successful, and if so, the IBPCA server returns a content addressable 
read capability to the client. 
IBP _ CA_load 
The IBP _CA_load call first connects to the IBPCA server and sends over the 
content addressable read capability. The IBPCA server then sends the IBP read 
capability corresponding to the client's content addressable capability and the client 
connects to the IBP server with an IBP _load call. 
IBP _ CA_manage 
The IBP _CA_manage call first connects to the IBPCA server and sends over a 
content addressable capability. The communication path then varies according to the 
manage command specified by the client in the call. If the manage parameter is 
IBP _CA_MANAGE_TIME or IBP _CA_MANAGE_SIZE, the IBPCA server connects to 
the IBP server with an IBP _manage call and the IBP _CHNG parameter. If the manage 
parameter is IBP _CA_MANAGE_PROBE, the IBPCA server returns the size and 
duration of the content addressable capability. If the capability is a write capability, the 
maximum size of the byte array is returned, while if the capability is a read capability, the 
size of the data accessible with the read capability is returned. If the manage parameter is 
mp _CA_MANAGE_DEL, the mpCA server removes the write capability from its 
directories. 
4 Advantages of IBPCA 
The advantages of having a content addressable IBP are that clients have the 
ability to check the integrity of stored data, and that the server can save network 
bandwidth and disk space on the depot through detection of duplicate files. 
4.1 IBPCA Verifies that Stored Data is Unchanged 
The client can check the integrity of stored data since the MD5 checksum of a file 
should be the same before and after the file is stored in the mp depots. The checksum of 
the downloaded data can be compared to the original checksum from the read capability. 
4.2 IBPCA A voids Unnecessary Data Transfer and Storage 
When a client wants to store a file, the checksum of the file is compared to the 
checksums of files that are already stored. If the file with that checksum already exists in 
the depot, then the client just gets access to the existing storage and the data is not 
retransferred. This saves both network bandwidth and disk space on the depot. 
4.3 The Contents of Depots are Visible through the Capabilities 
Since the only information in an mpCA read capability is the host name, port, 
and MD5 checksum of the stored data, a client is capable of constructing a valid read 
capability and then querying the depot to see if data is there. 
5 Disadvantages of IBPCA 
The main disadvantage of the mpCA is that it requires extra storage and 
computational overhead in addition to the overhead incurred by the mp. Second, using 
MDS hashes to reference stored data will fail when two different files have the same 
hash. 
5.1 Overhead 
The storage and computational overhead of storing data on the mp depots will 
increase with the use of the mpCA. Using mpCA on top of mp means that basic 
information like duration and size of the storage will be stored twice. In addition, the 
mpCA requires an extra 2.S KB of overhead storage every time an append is made. The 
extra time mpCA functions will take in comparison to mp functions is discussed in 
section 6. 
5.2 Checksum Collision 
Although MD5 is designed so that it will generate different hashes for different 
files, there can be at most 2128 hashes. Since there can be infinitely many different files, 
at least one hash is shared by multiple files. If there is ever a collision in the MD5 hashes 
of two different files that are sent to the IBPCA through IBP_CA_store_block, then 
the second one will not be stored, and the client storing the second file will receive read 
capabilities for the first file. However, while a collision is possible, it is highly unlikely 
to happen by chance, and it is currently computationally infeasible to deliberately create a 
file with a given hash [1]. 
6 Performance Case Studies 
To test the time penalty that IBPCA introduces when it is used instead of IBP, two 
sets of performance tests were conducted. The first set tested IBP and IBPCA over a 
local network where both servers ran on a dual-processor 450 MHz U1traSPARC-1I 
machine with 2 Gbytes RAM and the client ran on a Sun Blade 100 workstation with one 
500-MHz UltraSPARC-lle processor, 512-Mbytes RAM and a 100 Mbps switched 
Ethernet connection. Both machines were part of the Computer Science's network at the 
University of Tennessee in Knoxville, Tennessee. The second set tested IBP and IBPCA 
over a wide network where the client ran on the same machine in Knox ville, and the 
servers ran in San Diego on a machine with an AMD Athlon XP 2100+ 1733 MHz 
processor and 512-Mbytes RAM. 
For load, store, and store_block, the server performance was tested for five different 
data sizes: 1 byte, 1 KB, 1 MB, 3 MB, and 20 MB. The 1 KB, 1 MB and 20 MB data 
consisted of compressed data files, and the 3 MB file was an MP3 file. The data sizes 
stated above are approximate; the exact sizes are listed in Table 2. In many cases, the 
individual call durations were too short to be recorded, so durations were taken as 
averages of multiple function calls. Each data point represented in the following charts is 
the average of at least 10 such values. 
Approximate Size Actual Size 
1 byte 1 




Table 2: Exact Data Sizes 
6.1 Allocate 
The results of the tests for IBP allocate and IBP CA allocate are 
shown in Figure 1. In the tests over a local network, ffiP performed about 5 times better 
than ffiPCA, but in the tests over a remote network, the ffiP performed the same as 
ffiPCA. The actual data shows that IDPCA performed slightly better in the tests over a 
wide area network, but since IBP _ CA _ alloca te actually calls IBP _ alloca te, 
more extensive testing would probably show that IBP allocate is slightly faster than 
IBP CA allocate. 
IBP Allocate vs. IBPCAAllocate on 
Local and Remote Servers 














Figures 2 shows the performance of IBP _load and IBP _ CA _load. Figure 3 
shows the percent increase in IBPCA's performance compared to IBP's performance. 
For data less than 1 KB, IBPCA _ CA _load's duration was 100% longer than 
IBP _load's duration, but for data greater than 1 MB, the performance of the two 
functions was almost the same. Like IBP _ CA _ alloca te, IBP _ CA _load actually 
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Figure 3: Percent Increase of Load wben using mpCA 
The results of the performance tests of I B P _ s tor e and I B P _ CA_ s tor e are 
shown in Figures 4 and 5. IBPCA performs significantly slower than IBP over a local 
network for smaller data blocks (size < 1 MB). 
Compared to IBP _ CA _ load, IBP _ CA _ store performed poorly. One reason 
for this difference in performance is that in IBP CA _ store, the client and server have 
eight total communications while in IBP _ CA _load, the client and server only have 
three total communications. 
Two ofthe communications between the client and server in IBP CA store 
involve sending an MD5 context back and forth . MD5 contexts hold the MD5 hash 
information of the data currently stored. When new data is appended to a byte array, the 
server onJy needs the context to update the MD5 hash of all of the stored data. First the 
context of the current stored data must be sent from the server to the client and then the 
updated context must be sent back to the server. The size of an MD5 context is 88 bytes, 
so for small data it would be faster to send the new data directly to the IBPCA server and 
let the IBPCA server update the context itself. Altering the IBPCA server so that 
IBP _ CA _ s tore treats small data differently from large data may improve the time 
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Figu re 4: mp _store vs. mp _ CA _store 
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Figure 5: Percent Increase of Store Performance 
6.4 Store Block 
The results of the performance tests of rBP _ CA _store _block are shown in 
Figures 6,7 and 8. Since there is no equivalent IBP call to rBP _ CA _ s tore_block, 
rBP _ CA _ store _block was compared to IBP _all o cate followed immediately by 
IBP _store. The special option offered by IBP _ CA _store_ block is that it can 
recognize if a block of data has already been stored and avoid sending the data over the 
network twice. I B P _ CA _ s tor e _ b lac k performance was tested both when data was 
always being stored for the ftrst time, and when the data was always already stored. Like 
IBP _ CA _ store, IBP _ CA _ s tore_block had somewhat slow perfonnance for 
storing small (unique) data blocks over a local network. Using 
IBP _ CA _ s tore _block for data that has already been stored, however, is faster than 
the IBP alternative. Figure 8 shows the percent decrease in speed of 




















IBP vs. IBPCA with Store Block on Local and Remote Servers 
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Percent Decrease in duration of Store Block in IBPCA 
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Figure 8: Percent Decrease of ffiPCA_store_block's performance 
compared to ffiP when storing redundant data 
6.5 Manage 
Figure 9 shows the results of the manage performance tests. In these tests, the 
performance ofIBP and IBPCA was fairly similar. 
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Figure 9: ffiP _manage vs. ffiP _ CA _manage 
7 Conclusion 
IBPCA introduces a new feature to IBP--the ability to address data by its content. 
This feature offers users the opportunity to verify the validity of data that has been stored 
or loaded from the IBP depots and have a moderate improvement in the time that it takes 
to store duplicate files. The time that it takes to store original blocks of data, however, is 
significantly increased for small data files. And with its bookkeeping overhead, IBPCA is 
unviable as a system for saving space on the servers unless it is used with a large number 
of duplicate files that are greater in size than 2.5 KB. 
The performance times of IBPCA were significantly slower on smaller data files 
than those for IBP especially with the storing functions rBP _ CA _store and 
rEP CA store bloc k. The increase in execution time of IEP CA load and - - - - -
IEP _ CA _manage, on the other hand, was less substantial. Unlike storing and 
allocating, these functions are more likely to be used multiple times for the same data 
area, so the overall time penalty introduced by IDPCA is probably not as bad as the 
IEP _ CA _ s tore and IEP _ CA _ s t ore_block data implies. 
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Appendix 
#inc1ude "ibp_ca.h" 
int IBP _ CA_allocate( IBP _depot depot, IBP _timer timeout, ulon~t maxsize, 
IBP _attributes attributes, IBP _cap writecap); 
IBP _CA_allocate allocates maxsize bytes of storage into the depot, with attributes 
attributes. The duration must be finite, and the data type must be byte-array. 
Return Values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_allocate to fail: 
• Invalid attributes - For example, infinite duration 
• IBP _allocate error - Described in section 3 of IBP vl.1.l API. 
#inc1ude "ibp_ca.h" 
int IBP _CA_load( IBP _cap ca_readcap, IBP _timer timeout, char *buf, ulon~t size, 
ulon~t offset); 
IBP _CA_load loads size bytes, starting at the offset position, from the byte-array 
accessed through readcap and stores the bytes into buf. 
Return Values 
On successful completion, the number of bytes read is returned, otherwise -1 is returned 
and an error message is sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_Ioad 
to fail: 
• Invalid size/offset 
• Readcap has an expired duration 
• IBPCA internal error 
• IBP _load error - Described in section 4 of IBP v 1.1.1 API. 
#include "ibp_ca.h" 
int IBP _CA_manage( IDP _cap man_cap, IDP _timer timeout, int cmd, ibp_probe_info 
*status); 
IBP _CA_manage lets the user perform the following operations on a byte array 
(IBP _MANAGE_SIZE and IBP _CA_MANAGE_DEL require a writecap): 
• IBP _CA_MANAGE_PROBE updates status with information about the byte 
array: whether it exists (if the capability is valid), its attributes, size, and 
maximum capacity. 
• IBP _CA_MANAGE_TIME extends the duration of a byte array unless the new 
duration is less than the one that already exists. 
• IBP _CA_MANAGE_SIZE increases the maximum size of a byte array unless 
the new size is smaller than the one that already exists. 
• IBP _CA_MANAGE_DEL deletes a write capability 
Return Values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_manage to fail: 
• IBPCA internal error 
• Writecap/readcap is invalid or expired 
• A readcap was sent when a writecap was required 
• IBP _manage error - Described in Section 7 of IDP v 1.1.1 API. 
IBP _ CA_store 
#include "ibp_ca.h" 
int IBP _CA_store( IBP _cap ca_writecap, IBP _timer timeout, char *data, ulon~t size, 
IBP _cap readcap); 
IBP _CA_store appends to a writecap previously obtained from IBP _CA_aHocate. The 
first size bytes of data are appended to the byte-array referenced by writecap. Readcap 
is then constructed from the entire byte-array's MD5-checksum. 
Return values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_store to fail: 
• Expired or Invalid writecap 
• IBPCA internal error 
• IBP _store error -Described in section 3 of IBP v 1.1.1 API. 
#include "ibp_ca.h" 
int IBP _CA_store_block( IBP _depot depot, IBP _timer timeout, ulon8-t size, char *data, 
IBP _attributes attributes, IBP _cap ca_readcap); 
IBP _CA_store_block allocates and stores data into the depot. The duration of the 
storage must be finite, and the data type must be byte-array. The allocated storage space 
will be read only. If the data to be stored is identical to one already stored, it will not be 
sent over the network a second time. Instead, the readcap for the original storage will be 
returned and the duration of the storage will be updated. 
Return values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_store_block to fail: 
• Invalid attributes - For example, infinite duration 
• IBP _store error - Described in section 30f IBP v1.1.1 API. 
• IBP _allocate error - Described in section 2 of IBP v 1.1.1 API. 




This document presents a description of the five client applications for the Content 
Addressable IDP (IDPCA). The description includes the data structures and calls used by 
the C implementation ofIDPCA Knowledge ofmp is assumed. 
Introduction 
IDPCA uses MD5 hashes to reference data stored in the depots. This is done by 
incorporating the MD5 hash of stored data in the read capability for a storage area. When 
new data is appended to a storage area, the updated storage area requires a new read 
capability. IDPCA operates a level above IDP. 
Contents 
1. DATA STRUCTURES 
1.1 IBP depot. [BP timer. and lBP attributes 
1.2 u/OJlg, I 
1.3IBP cap 
1..1 ilm probe info 
2. CLIENT APPLICATIO S 
2. 1 IEP CA allocale 
2.2IBP CA load 
2.3IEP CA manage 
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2.51BP CA ~tore block 
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.I. J Checking Integrity of Stored Data 
01.2 Preventing Redundant Network TrafJie 
1. DATA STRUCTURES 
IBP _depot, IBP _timer, and IBP _attributes are all defined in IBP _ClientLib.h, a library 
from the IBP. Descriptions ofIBP _depot, IBP _timer, and IBP _attributes can be found in 
section 1 of IBP v1.1 .1 API. 
1.2 uloDLt 
ulong_t is an unsigned long integer. It is also defined in IBP _ClientLib.h 
IBP _cap is a char * . It is also defined in IBP _ClientLib.h. IBP _cap's are supposed to 
have a special format. With IBP, they have the format : 
ibp://hostname:port/key/WRMKey/WRM 
There are read, write, and management capabilities with IBP, but with IBPCA there are 
only read and write capabilities. IBPCA capabilities have this format: 
Read capabilities: ibpca://hostname:port/R/MDS-checksum 
Write capabities: ibpca://hostname:port/W/random_string 
where 
• hostname and port are the same as in the IBP capability 
• MD5-checksum is the MDS hash of the data in the storage depot that the read 
capability references 
• random_string is a randomly generated string oflength 32 
IVariable Type 
I size int 
ImaxSize int 
I exists int 
I attrib struct ibp attributes 
When mp_CA_manage is being used with the mp _CA_MANAGE_PROBE command, 
the values in the ibp-IJrobe_info struct will be filled in with the correct values upon 
return. Their initial values do not matter. 
When mp_CA_manage is being used with the mp _CA_MANAGE_TIME command, 
the the duration of the storage will be extended to attrib.duration if it is shorter than 
attrib.duration. Nothing happens otherwise. The values of maxSize, exists, and attrib 
will be updated upon return. 
When mp _ CA_ manage is being used with the mp _ CA _MANAGE_SIZE command, 
the size of the storage will be increased to maxSize if the current size is smaller than 
maxSize. Nothing happens otherwise. The values of maxSize, exists, and attrib will be 
updated upon return. 
When mp _ CA _manage is being used with the mp _ C~ MAN AGE_DEL command, the 
values of the ibp-IJrobe_info struct are ignored. 
2. CLIENT APPLICATIONS 
Five client applications are implemented for the mpCA: 
int mp _ CA _ allocate( mp _depot depot, mp _timer timeout, ulong_ t maxsize, 
mp _attributes attributes, mp _cap writecap); 
int mp_CA_load( mp _cap caJeadcap, mp _timer timeout, char *buf, ulong_t size, 
ulong_t offset); 
int mp_CA_manage( ffiP _cap man_cap, mp _timer timeout, int cmd, ibpyrobe_info 
* status); 
int mp_CA_store( mp _cap ca_writecap, mp _timer timeout, char *data, ulong_t size, 
IDP _cap readcap); 
int mp_CA_store_block( ffiP _depot depot, IDP _timer timeout, ulong_t size, char *data, 
IDP _attributes attributes, ffiP _cap ca Jeadcap); 
I variable name variable type 
parameter II depot IBP depot 
timeout IBP timer 
maXSlze ulong t 
attributes IBP atrributes 
(output) writecap IBP cap 
IReturn valuell void * 
mp _ CA _allocate allocates maxsize bytes of storage into the depot, with attributes 
attributes. The duration must be finite, and the data type must be byte-array. 
Return Values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_allocate to fail: 
• Invalid attributes - For example, infinite duration 
• IBP allocate error - Described in section 3 of IBP vl.l . l API. 
variable name variable type 
parameter read cap IBP cap 
timeout IBP timer 
buf char * 
size ulong t 
IReturn value II ulong t 
mp _ CA _load loads size bytes, starting at the offset position, from the byte-array 
accessed through readcap and stores the bytes into bur. 
Return Values 
On successful completion, the number of bytes read is returned, otherwise -1 is returned 
and an error message is sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _ CA _load 
to fail: 
• Invalid size/offset 
• Readcap has an expired duration 
• IBPCA internal error 
• IBP load error - Described in section 4 ofmp vI .I .1 API. 
Ivariable name variable type 
parameter man_cap IBP _cap (a read cap or a writecap) 
timeout IBP timer 
cmd int 
status ibpyrobe info * 
IReturn valuell void 
mP_CA_manage lets the user perform the following operations on a storage area 
(mp_MANAGE_SIZE and mp_CA_MANAGE_DEL require a writecap): 
• mp_CA_MANAGE_PROBE updates status with information about the storage 
area: whether it exists (if the capability is valid), its attributes, size, and maximum 
capacity. 
• mp_CA_MANAGE_TIME extends the duration ofa storage area unless the 
new duration is less than the one that already exists. 
• mp_CA_MANAGE_SIZE increases the maximum size ofa storage area unless 
the new size is smaller than the one that already exists. 
• mp_CA_MANAGE_DEL deletes a write capability 
Return Values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _CA_manage to fail: 
• IBPCA internal error 
• Storage area does not exist. That is, writecap/readcap is invalid or expired 
• A readcap was sent when a writecap was required 
• IDP _manage error - Described in Section 7 of mp v 1.1 .1 API. 
I Ilvariable name variable type 
I parameter writecap IBP cap 
timeout IBP timer 
data char * 
size ulong t 
(output) readcap IBP cap 
IReturn valuell II ulong t 
mp _ CA _store appends to a writecap previously obtained from mp _ CA _allocate. The 
first size bytes of data are appended to the byte-array referenced by writecap. Readcap 
is then constructed from the entire byte-array' s MDS-checksum. 
Return values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise - 1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause IBP _ CA _store to fail: 
• Expired or Invalid writecap 
• IBPCA internal error 
• IBP _store error - Described in section 3 of ffiP v 1.1. I API. 
variable name variable type 
parameter depot IBP depot 
timeout IBP timer 
SIze ulong t 
data char * 
attributes IBP attributes 
(output) readcap IBP cap 
IRetum valuell int 
mP_CA_store_block allocates and stores data into the depot. The duration of the 
storage must be finite, and the data type must be byte-array. The allocated storage space 
will be read only. If the data to be stored is identical to one already stored, it will not be 
sent over the network a second time. Instead, the readcap for the original storage will be 
returned and the duration of the storage will be updated. 
Return values 
On successful completion, 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned and an error message is 
sent to stderr. The following conditions will cause liP _CA_store_block to fail: 
• Invalid attributes - For example, infinite duration 
• liP store error - Described in section 30f mp vl.l . l API. 
• liP allocate error - Described in section 2 of IBP v 1.1. 1 API. 
3. INPUT/OUTPUT SUMMARY 
ffiPCA caBs commands to access the depots. The capabilities are treated a bit 
differently in the ffiPCA since there are no manage capabilities and the read capabilities 
are updated after every store. The following table summarizes the commands called 
by ffiPCA client applications and the role of capabilities in the procedures. 
I 
mpCA command II command II Requires I 
ffiPCA 
I Returns I 
IBPCA 
Requires Returns 
IBP CA allocate B DDE ffiP CA writecap 
I 
liP CA store 
II 10 IBP CA I I ffiP_CA - - writecap readcap 
E 0 llP CA CJ liP _ CA _ manage writecap or read cap 
IlBP _CA_store_blockll 101 II I IBP CA I read cap 
4. ADVANTAGES OF USING mpCA 
MD5 is a message-digest algorithm that generates a unique 16 byte string for a data 
block. This string is used as a checksum in the IBPCA. Changing one bit of the data will 
change the MD5 checksum that is computed from the data It is possible to have two files 
with the same checksum, but it is highly unlikely to happen at random. It is currently 
computationally infeasible to deliberately create a file with a given checksum or two files 
with the same checksum [1]. Since there is reasonable assurance that two files will have 
different checksums, the checksums can be used to distinguish files. The properties of the 
MD5 hashes give the IBPCA several advantages over the original IBP. 
4.1 Checking Integrity of Stored Data 
The client can check the integrity of stored data since the MD5 checksum of a file should 
be the same before and after the file is stored in the IBP depots. The readcap has the 
original checksum in it, and the checksum of the downloaded data is easily computed. 
4.2 Preventing Redundant Network Traffic 
When a client wants to store a file, the checksum of the file can be compared to the 
checksums of mes that are already stored. If the file is already stored, then the client just 
gets access to the existing storage and the data is not transferred a second time. This 
saves bandwidth and disk space on the depot. ISP _CA_store_block is the only client 
application that currently implements this feature. 
References 
[1] Rivest, R "The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm", RFC 1321, MIT and RSA Data 
Security, Inc., April 1992. 
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#include "ibpca_server. h" 
#include "ibpca_io. h" 
I I #include <mdS .h> 
int rece i v e _ ok lin t fd) 
int i; 
receive_int I fd) ; 
if(i '= 77) 
f p r1 n t f Ist3e ". ". , "bad :onnectionln " I ; 
c l ose ltd) ; 
Pth:-e-dd_'~xir 10 1 ; 
, ' - - ----- -- -- - -- -- c n t l c handler--·~----- -------- - ---* 
De s cription, Thi s funct ion cleans up the a l located t rees 
when the server is terminated 
* --
void cntl.c.handlerlint sock) 
( 
printf I "Done \ n "); 
c l e an.up_treesl) ; 
exit (0); 
- ------- - -- */ 
I ~*******~****.~** ** **********~** *w* ****************** wwww ••• 
Main 
w**** w** w*w*** _*._.** •• *._.* •. **. * * __ * _______ * __ *._. _*******/ 
int main(int argc, char **argv} 
int sock; 
pthread.t tid ; 
pthread_attr_ t attr(2]; 
vo i d *arg, *a rg2; 
s ignali SIG INT , cntl. c.hand l er); 
if (argc '= 5 ) 
f pr in t i l stderr, "usage, i bpca.serve r host por t ibp.host ibp-port ln " ); 
exit I ll ; 
strcpy lca_depot. c a _ host , argv (l) ); 
c a _cepot .ca-po r t = a toJ.( argv I2J I , 
i E I ca. depot . c a-port < SO{)D I ( 
f pr ,n t flstde r r, "Must use a pan >= 50 [lO \ n " I ; 
e x 1 t (l} ; 
s trcpy Ica.depot. host, argy l 3 ] I ; 
ca_depot . port = atoilargv (4] ); 
sock = serve.knoWTI. socketlca.depot.ca.host, ca.depot.ca-port); 
if (sock < 0) ( 
fprintflstderr, "Erro r connecting to socket\n"); 
exit(1); 
Listen Isock ); 
read. cap_dir = make. j r bl); 
write. cap.dir = make.Jrbl); 
expire _ l ist = make_jrb l) ; 
arg = Iv oid *) I&sock); 
pthread _at tr. Lnlt l a ttrl ; 
1 
pthread_attr_setscopelatt r, PTHREAD_SCOPE_SYSTEM); 
if (pthread.createI&tid , at tr, acceptor, arg) < 0) 
per ro rC "pthread_create" ) ; 
exit (1); 
printfl"IBP.CA. server is now ready t o accept connections \ n"); 
pthread_ att r.init( a ttr + 1); 
p t hread_ a ttr.setscopelattr + 1 , PTHREAD. SCO PE. SYSTEM); 
i Elpthread.createl& tid , att r + 1, trave r se. expire_ list , arg2) < 0) ( 
perr ,~r I "pthread_creatc " , . 
e x it l :, 
whi l el!) 
s leep110001 ; 
/*---------- - - - - -- ---- ----acceptor-- --- --- -- - -- --- - --· · -- -* 
Input s: a socket connect ion 
Description, Accepts al l connections t o the server and 
forks o ff new threads to servi ce each new connec tion 
* . . _- - - -
void *acceptor(void *args ) 
in t *fd , sock , <i p; 
pthread.t tid ; 
p t hread_attr.t a ttr( 2]; 
vo id *arg, "'arg2; 
struct sockaddr_ in c li addr; 
i nt c li len, currenttime; 
JRB t rop; 
ip = lint ')args; 
s ock = /ripi 
whi le(l ) 
c lilen = sizeof(cliaddr); 
Ed = l int ')mallocls iz eoE( i n t)); 
- - --. --- ---~ -- -- -- - -* / 
*fd = accep tlsock , Istruct sockaddr ')&cliaddr , &c lilen); 
if l o f d == - 1) ( 
perror I "accept" ) ; 
exi til) ; 
a rg I void "II Ed) ; 
pthread.attr.initlattrl; 
pthread. attr_setscopelattr, PTHREAD_ SCO PE.SYSTEM) ; 
iElpthread.create l&tid, attr , servicer, arg) < 01 ( 
perror (" pthread.create") ; 
exit 11); 
pthread_ex i tIO) ; 
--- ---- --"" --- servicer - --- - - -- --------------- -
I npu ts: a file de scriptor to the connection 
Descript ion: services a connection 
- - ------------ - - - -- ---- -- - -- ----------- - ---------- - *1 
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void * servicer (void "lrargs) 
int fd, 'ip; 
ip ~ lint *)args; 
fd ~ ' lP ; 
fy;ee i il" l ; 
II rece ive_ok l t d) ; 
handle_ca_request (fd) ; 
close (fd) ; 
pthread_exit (0); 
handle_ca_request- - .---- --- ---- --_ .... --- * 
/* - ----
Inputs; a file descriptor 
Descrip t i on: First recelves the command packet, and then calls 
the app r opriat e f unction to hand l e the command 
----- - ---- -
void handle _ ca-reques tl lnt Ed ) 
ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd ; 
decode_cmd-calfd, &ibp_ca_cmd); 






pr i ntf ("IBP_CA_ALLOCATE\n"); 
h a ndle_ca-allocate I fd, ibp_ca_cmd); 
b reak; 
case IBP.CA_STORE-BLOCK; 
printf (" IBP .CA_STORE._ BLOCK\n") ; 
handle.ca_store-b l o ck I fd, ibp_ca.cmd); 
b r eak; 
c a se TBP_CA_ LOAD 
p n .n t f l " ItlP _CA-J.,OAD\n " I ; 
h andle_ c a _l .:>ad i fd , ibp_ c a _cmdJ ; 
b rea k; 
case I BP_ CA_t·I.1INAGE 
print f (" IBP _CA_MANAGE\ n") ; 
h andle.ca_manage (Ed, ibp_ca_cmd); 
break; 
- ------- -- --- 'I 
/ '-
-decode cmd_ca------------ --------~-- · 
Inputs; 
a file descriptor, and command information 
Description: 
Rece ives a packet of t ype IBP_ CA-packet from the client and 
t ransier e the info rmati on to a i bp_c a_c omrnand struct for 
fur ther use 
- ----- "1 
void *decode. cmd _cal i n t fd, ibp_ca.command *ibp_ca_cmd) 
char 1<buE, *ep; 
long bytes.rea d, bytes.remaining; 
I E P _ CA-packet p a cke t; 
2 
buf (char *)malloc (CMD_BUF_SIZE*sizeoE (char) ); 
bytes_ read readlfd, (void *)&packet, sizeof(packet)); 
if (bytes_read' = sizeoE (packet)) ( 
byt e s.remaining = sizeoflpacket) - bytes_read; 
bytes_read = readiEd, Ivoid *)&packet + bytes_read, bytes_remaining); 
if(bytes_read '= bytes_remaining) ( 
Eprintf(stderr, "bad packet size Id, fd = %d\n", 
sizeof(packet) + bytes_read + bytes_remaining, fd); 
exit(l); 
ibp_ca_cmd->Cmd = ntohllpacket.emd); 
ibp_ca.cmd->timeout.ServerSync = ntohl(packet.ServerSync); 
ibp_ca_cmd->timeout.ClientTimeout = ntohl(packet.ClientTimeout); 
ibp_ca_cmd->attributes,reliability = ntohl(packet.reliability); 
ibp.ca_cmd->attributes.duration = ntohllpacket.duration); 
ibp_ca_cmd->attributes.type = IBP.BYTEARRAY; 
ibp_ca_cmd->size = ntohllpacket.size); 
ibp_ca_cmd->lifetime = ntohl (packet. lifetime) ; 
ibp_ca_cmd->offset = ntohllpacket.offset); 
ibp_ca_cmd->manage_cmd = ntohl(packet.man_cmd); 
iE(strcmp(packet cap, "") != 0) { 
ibp_ca_cmd->cap = (char ")malloc(IBPCA_CAP_LEN); 
strncpyI ibp_ca.cmd->cap, packet.cap, IBPCA_CAP_LEN); 
strncpy(ibp_ca_cmd->checksum, packet. checksum, CHECKSUM_SIZE); 
iElibp_ca_cmd->Cmd IBP_CA_MANAGE) ( 
ifl(cp = strstr(ibp_ca_cmd->cap, "/R/")) != NULL) 
ibp_ca_cmd->man_ctype = 'r'; 
strcpylibp_ca_cmd->checksum, Ichar *) Icp + 3)); 
else if( Icp = strstr(ibp.ca_cmd->cap, " /W/ ")) != NULL) 
ibp_ca_cmd->man_ctype = 'w'; 
II strcpylibp.ca_cmd->checksum, (char *) (cp + 3)); 
Handles the client request for IBP_CA_store 
void handle_ca storellnt fd, ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd) 
JRB tmp; 
int ok, duration; 
IBP_set.of_caps socaps; 
char *oldchecksum, *checksurn, ~readcap; 
char oldreadcap[IBPCA_CAP_LEN), output [HASH_SIZE) ; 
char ibp_read [IBP.CAP _LEN), ibp_wri te [IBP _CAP.LEN), ibp_manage [IBP _CAP _ L'EN ) ; 
read_inEo *rinfoi 
i me_ ,t tIDe; 
wr ite _ in f o ~winf o ; 
~ID5_CTX context I new_context i 
1/ figure out ibp write_cap from ibp_ca write_cap 
pthread_mutex_lock(&write_lock) ; 
t mp = jrb_Eind_ str(write_ cap_dir, ibp_ca_cmd.cap); 
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if(tmp == NULL) ( 
fprintf (stderr. "Invalid writecap\n"); 
send_int(fd. -1); 
pthread_mutex_unlock (&'dri t e_1 ock) ; 
return; 
winfo = (write_info ·)jval_v(tmp->val); 
context = win fo- >con text ; 
duration = winfo->duration; 
strncpy(ibp_read. winfo->socaps -> readCap. IBP_CAP_LEN); 
strncpy (ibp_wri te . IVinfo->socaps->wri teCap. lBP _CAP_ LEN) ; 
strncpy(ibp_manage. winfo ->socaps - >manageCap. lBP_CAP_LEN); 
II check to see that the duration has not expi red 
time (&tloc); 
if(winfo ->duration < tloc) 
pthread_ mutex_unlock (&\vri te._ lock) ; 
f pr in t f(stderr. "duration o f 's has expired\n". ibp_ca _ cmd.cap); 
sen d_i n t(Ed. - 2); 
ret Ur n ; 
sen o_lnt ( i d . ~); 
ibp_ca_cmd . at t_ r ibutes. dULa t ion dural I on ~ 
II tell client to store the data 
send_string(ibp_write. fd); 
send_con tex t (context. fd ); 
ok = receive_int (fd) ; 
if(ok==O) ( 
pthread_mutex_unlock (&write_lock) ; 
fprintf(stderr. "store didn 't work\n"); 
returni 
new_ context receive_context (fd) ; 
winfo ->contex t = new_context, 
winfo- >currentsize += ok; 
pthread_mutex_unlock (&vlri te_lock) ; 
II out p ut (char ")malloc(17); 
MD5Final (output. &context); 
oldchecksWll = (char ")hash2hex(output); 
Cons truct_readcap (oldchecksWll. oldreadcap ); 
MDSFinal(output. &new_ c ontext ); 
checksum (char X)hash2hex(output); 
/1 insert it into tree, return read-cap 
pthread_mutex_lock(&read_lock) ; 
tmp = jrb_find_str(read_cap_di r. oldreadcap); 
if (tmp '= NULL) 
rinfo = (read .in fo X) jva l_v (tmp->val); 
ibp_ ca_cmd.attributes .dur:a tion = rinEo->durationi 
ibp_ca_cmd.liEetime = rinEo-> l iEetime; 
ibp_ca_cmd.s ize += rinEo->size; 
pthread_mutex_unlock(&read_lock); 
readcap = AddtoReadCapDir(checksWll. ibp_ca_cmd. ibp_manage. ibp_read); 
i f (readcap == NULL) ( 
3 
fprintf(stderr. "error adding new c hecksWll to checksWll directory\n"); 




II construct_readcap(checksWll . readcap); 
readcap = AddtoReadCapDir(checksum. ibp_ca_cmd. ibp_manage. ibp_read); 
I I printf ("sending readcap 's\n". readcap); 
send_string (readcap. fd) ; 
free (readcap) ; 
/* ----------- __ _ .~ ~ ___ .. _ ____ i: 
Handles the client request for lBP_CA_allocate 
voi d handle_ca_allocate(int fd. ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd) 
lBP_set_of_caps socaps; 
st ruct ibp_depot depot; 
struct ibp_timer timeout; 
lBP_CA_cap ca_writecap; 
char *randoIDLstr; 
1/ initialize depot and attributes 
strcpy (depo t. host. ca_depot. host) ; 





(IBP_set_of_caps)lBP_allocate(&depot , & (ibp_ca_cmd. timeout) . 
ibp_ca_cmd.size. ibp_ca_crnd.attributes); 
if (socaps == NULL) ( 




II create ibp_ca writ e cap add to write_cap_dir 
random_str = tmpnam(NULL); 
mdS_calc(random_str. randomLstr . strlen(random_str»; 
randomLstr = (char .) hash2hex (random_str) ; 
ca_writecap (char ")malloc(lBPCA_CAP_LEN); 
sprint f (ca_wri tecap. .. ibpca: I I %s: %d /W/%s ". ca_depot. ca_host . 
ca_depot.ca-port. randomLstr) ; 
Addto\,/r i teCapDir (ca_wri tecap. socaps. ibp_ca_cmd); 
// return writecap to client 
send_string (ca_"ritecap. fd); 
/ ' - -- - ----- - --
Handl es the client request for lBP_CA_store_block 
- ---- - ----- -~ - - ------ - -- - - - - -- -- - ------------- - */ 
void handle_ca_store_block(int fd. ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmo) 
char capability ( lBPCA_CAP_LEN]. ibp_manage (lBP_CAP_LEN]; 
JRB tmp. tmp2 ; 
ibpca server. c 
rBP _sec_oE_caps socaps; 
struct ibp_depot depot; 
ulong_t length ; 
time_ t expireTime ; 
read Info *rlnEo, 
struct ibp_caps ta tus info; 
int duration; 
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iE(ibp_ca_cmd.timeout.ServerSync '= 0) 
expireTime = time(NULL) + ibp_ca_cmd.timeout.serversync; 
else 
expireTime 0; 
cons C ruct_readcap (i bp_ca_cmd . checksum , capabi 1 i cy) ; 
( ! " heck t o see i E chec k sum alt:eady ex ists 
pth r ead_mu lex_l ~ck (& read_lock ) ; 
cmp = irb _tl nd_s t.rll·e"d_cap_ di r , capabiLt.y); 
it ( cITIr ' = NU L " I ( 
ri nto _ Ire a d _in fo ') J va l_v ltmp->v a ll, 
if Irin ~o- >dura t~on < t :",ne IOJ ) tmp = NOL L; 
iflcmp == NULL) 
pChread_mutex-unl ock(&read-lock) ; 
p ri ncf ( "checksum not fou nd ··· n"); 
send_int(fd, 0); 
II attempt to allocate and score daca 
scrcpy (depot. host, ca_depoc. host) ; 
depot.port = ca_depot.port; 
socaps 
socaps 




& (ibp_ ca_cmd .at tri butes) ); 
i E (socaps == NULL) I 
EprintE(stderr, "IBP_allocate: error code %d\n" , IBP_errno); 
send_ intIEd, IBP_errno); 
return; 
send intlfd, lBP_OK); 
send_stringlsocaPS - >writeCap , Ed); 
length = receive_int(Ed); 
ibp_ca_cmd.cap strdup( (char ')socaps->I>riteCap); 
4 
Addto\'/ri teCapDir (socaps ->\'/ri teCap , socaps , ibp_ca_cmd); 
AddtoReadCapDir libp_ ca_cmd. c h ecksum , ibp_ca_cmd, socaps->manageCap, socaps->readCa 
p) ; 
els e ( 
1 / get !l'.anagemen t cap f or ~he~k sum 
. i n:o ~ (read_in f o <) Jva l _v( cmp >valj ; 
strnt.:py{ ibp_manage , ri n fo- >manageCa p , IE?_C~p_LSrJ} ; 
dura ~ion = r inio- >du rat !on ; 
pth read_mucex- unloCk(& read- lock); 
pri ne f ( "checks um found\n"); 
send_int I Ed , 1); 
iEldurat ion < ibp_ca_cmd.attributes.duration) ( 
if ( I B?_manage (ibp_manage, & (ibp_ca_ cmd. timeout) , 
lBP_PROBE, I BP_READCAP, &inEo) '= 0) 
fpri n t E I stderr, "ibp_manage error while probing %d \ n" , lBP_errno); 
pr : n tE ( "duration ~d \n" , duration); 
p r int :("t i me now = ~d\n" , time(O»); 
send_int ( Ed, 2); 
inEo.attrib.duration ibp_ca_cmd.at tr i buces.dura tion ; 
iE IIBP_manage (ibp_manage , & (ibp_c a_cmd. timeout) , 
lBP_CHNG , IBP_'"IRITECAP, &info) '= 0) 
fprintf (stderr , "error with lBP_manage %d\n", lBP_ermo); 
send_int (Ed, 2); 
else send_int(Ed, 0); 
II need to pthread l ock ? 
rinfo->duration = i nfo .attrib.duration; 
else send_int (Ed, 0); 
s end_ st r ing (capability , Ed) ; 
! eturn ; 
1· ------ ---- -- -------- -----AddtoReadCapDir--- - - - - -- · - - - ----- - - . 
, Descr~ ption: Adds the new readcap to the readcap directory 
----- - --- --- ---~. -- */ 
char 'AddtoReadCapDir(char 'checksum, ibp_ca_cornmand ibp_ca_cmd, 
lBP_cap manageCap, lBP_CA_cap readCap) 
read_info ~rinfoi 
char 'capability; 
JRB tmp ; 
rinEo = (read_inEo ')malloc(sizeof(read_info)); 
rinfo->duration = ibp_cd_cmd.attributes.duration; 
rinfo->lifetime = ibp_ca_cmd.lifetime; 
rinfo->size = ibp_ca_cmd.size; 
rinfo->rnanageCap = strduplmanageCa p); 
rinfo->readCap = strdup(readCap); 
capability = (char ')mallocIIBPCA_CAP_LEN); 
construct_readcap(checksum, capability) ; 
pthread_mutex_lock(&read_lock); 
tmp = jrb_insert_str(read_cap_dir, strdup(capability), 
new_jval_v«void ')rinfo)); 
iE(tmp NULL) 
p error("jrb_insert_str") ; 
exit(l); 
tmp = addto_expire_list(tmp, rinfo->dura tion , capabili t y); 
i E l tmp == NULL ) I 
E prin~f(stderr, " IBPCA internal error\n"); 
exi t( O); li ar something 
r i nfo->exp_nod = tmp; 
pthread_mutex_unlockl&read_lock) ; 
return(capability) ; 
1' --- - - - - - -- ---- AddtoWriteCapDir- - --- - - - - - - - - - - --- -- -. 
Descript ion: Adds the new writecap to the wricecap 
directory 
void AddtoWriteCapD ir(IBP_CA_cap writecap, IBP_set_of_caps socaps , 
ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd) 
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/ ' 
JRB cmp ; 
write_info ·winEa ; 
winfo = (write_info ')malloc( sizeof(write_info»; 
winfo->socaps = s ocaps; 
winfo->maxsize : ibp_ca_cmd.size; 
winfo - >currentsize = 0; 
winEo - >dura tion = ibp_ca_cmd . attributes.duracion; 
MD5InitC&C winfo- >contextl I; 
pthread_mu tex_lock (&'" ri t e_lock) ; 
tmp = j ro_i nsert_str(wri te_cap_dilC, strdup( (char 'Iwr itecapl, 
new_ jval_v «void' j;linfo) I; 
if(ibp_ca_cmd.Cmd != IBP_CA_STORE_BLOCKI { 
trop = addto_expire_list (tmp, \·!in fo - >duration, writecap); 
if (tmp = = NULL I ( 
fprintf(stderr, "internal error " ); 
exit(O); 
win fo- >exp_nod tmp; 
pthread_mutex_unlock (&"ri te_lock) ; 
Handles the client request for rBP_CA_manage 
----- --- '/ 
vo id handle_ca_manage(int fd, ibp_ca_comrnand iop_ca_cmd) 





IBP_s e t_of_caps socaps; 
tiroe _t tl oc; 
write_info ·winfoi 
if (ibp_ca_cmd.man_ctype == 'r ' && 
(ibp_ca_cmd. rnanage_cmd == IBP_CA_ MANAGE_SIZE I I 
ibp_ca_crnd manage_crnd == IBP_CA_MANAGE_DEL» ( 
fprintfCst de rr. "Must have wr ite- ca p to change s iz e or de l ete a 
wr ite cap\ n"); 
send_ int (Ed, NEED_'ffi ITE_CAP); 
ret urn: 
/ / figure out ibp manage cap if vlrite_cap. identification if read_cap 
if C ibp_ca_cmd. Il'.a n_ctype == 'r') ( 
checksum = extract_checksum(ibp_ca_cmd.capl; 
pthread_mutex_l ock(&read_lock) ; 
trop = jrb_find_str (read_cap_dir, ibp_ca_cmd. cap) ; 
if (tmp == tlULLI ( 
pthread_mutex_un l ock (&read_lock l; 
fprintf(st derr, "didn't find read-cap %s \ n", ibp_ca_cmd.cap) ; 
send_in t ( f d , BAD_READ_'/ffiITB_CAPI; 
return; 
rinfo = (read_info ·)j va l_v(tmp->val); 
strncpy(ibp_manage, ri n f o- >manageCap, IBP_CAP_LEUl; 
du ra t i on ~ rinfc- >duration; 





tmp = jrb_Eind_str(write_cap_dir, ibp_ca_cmd.cap); 
if(tmp == NULL) ( 
pthread_mutex_unlock(&write_lock) ; 
fprintf(stderr, "didn't find write_cap %s\n" , ibp_ca_cmd.cap); 
send_ int (Ed, BAD_READ_t'iRITE_CAPI; 
return; 
\Ol in fo = (\~rit e_in fo *1 jval_v(tmp- >val); 
strncpy(ibp_manage, winfo->socaps->manageCap, IBP_CAP_LEN); 
duration = winfo->duration; 
size = winfo->maxsize; 
pthread~utex_unlock(&write_lock); 
time(&tloc) ; 
iE (duration < tloc) ( 





handle_ca_manageJlrobe(ibp_ca_cmd, ibp_manage . size, duration, fd); 
break; 
case IBP_CA_MANAGE_TIME : 
handle_ca_manage_time(ibp_ca_cmd, ibp_manage, size, Ed); 
break; 
case IBP_CA_MANAGE_SIZE: 
handle_ca_manage_sizeCibp_ca_cmd, ibp_manage, duration, fdl; 
break; 
case IBP_CA_MANAGE_DEL; 
handle_ca_manage_del(ibp_ca_cmd, ibp_manage, fd); 
break; 
* ------- ----- ---- -- - handle_ca~nage_Probe------- - -------_____ * 
Description: handles client requests to probe a read or 
writecap 
._--- - -- */ 
void handle_ca_manage_probeCibp_ca_cornmand ibp_ca_cmd, char "manageCap, 
int size, int duration, int fd) 
struct ibp_capstatus info ; 
print f (" MANAGE_PROBE\n" I; 
if(ibp_ca_cmd.man_ctype == 'w') ( 
send_int(fd, size); 
send_int (fd , duration); 
else if(ibp_ca_cmd.man_ctype 'r') ( 
send_int(fd, size); 
send_int(fd. dura tionl ; 
--- handle_ca_manage_time---
Description , handles client requests to extend the duration o f 
a IlJ rit.ecap 
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__ . _ __ ______ _ __ t/ 
vo id handle_ca_mana ge_timelibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd , char 'manageCap , 
int s ize , int Ed l 
s truct i bp_caps t acus in Eo; 
princEI" l1ANAGE_TlME \ n" I ; 
send_ intlEd, lBPCA_OK); 
inEo .attrib.duration = ibp_ca_cmd attributes.duration; 
inEo.attrib.type = I BP_BYTEARRAY; 
inEo.attrib.reliability = lBP_STABLE ; 
info . maxSize = size; 
ifl lBP_managelmanageCap, & libp_ca_cmd. timeout) , 
I BP_CHNG , IBP_READCAP , &in Eo) ' = 0) 
EprintEl stderr , "e rro r with ibp_manage \ ,,"); 
send_ l r. tl fd, !BP_e rrnol; 
r eturn: 
send_ i n: I f ' i. IBPCA_ OK) i 
upda te_expi re_ l istlibp_ca_crrd.a ttributes .dura tion, ibp_ca_cmd.capl; 
( ' --- -- handle_ca_rnanage_size- - --------- - --
Des c ripti on; handles c lient r equests t o increase the s i ze oE 
the s t orage area accesed by a wr itecap 
- ' / 
void handle_ ca_manage_ sizel ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd , char 'manageCap , 
int durati on , int Ed) 
st ruct ibp_c apsta tus inEo; 
JRB t mp ; 
write_ iM Eo *winfo ; 
prin tE I" HANAGE_SlZ E\ n") ; 
send_intlEd, lBPCA_OK ); 
inro.attrib.duration = duration; 
info. attrib.type = lBP_ BYTEARRAY ; 
in fo . attrib . rel i abi l ity = lBP_STABLE ; 
info .maxS i ze = ibp_ca_cmd . size; 
if I lB P_managelmanageCap, &Iibp_ca_cmd.timeout ) , 
I BP_CHNG, I BP_ READCAP , &in Eo) != 0) 
fprintE Istderr, "error with ibp_manage %d \ n", lBP_errno); 
send_ intlEd, lBP_errno); 
return ; 
/ / updat e 1{lr i t8cap maxsize 
pt hre a d_mLl tex_Ioc k (&·,·ni t e _ l ock I ; 
tmp = jrb_E ina_strlwri t e_c ap_d ir , i bp_ca_cmd.cap); 
win f o = (l,oJ r~ t e_i n f c 'l: l jva l_",(crnp- >va l l; 
win Eo >maxsize ; ibp_ca_cmd.s iz e: 
p threa d_mutex_unlock I &wri t e_lock) ; 
send_int I Ed, lB PCA_OK); 
I ·- - - - --- ---- - -- - -- - handle_ca~nage_del - - -------- -- --------- --- , 
6 
Description ; handl es client requests to delete a ",ritecap 
- ' I 
void handle_ca_manage_del(ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd, char 'rnanageCap, i nt Ed l 
I 
I ' 
JRB tmp, du r_tmp; 
wrlte lofo *wl nfo, 
struct ibp_capstatus info ; 
printfl" MANAGE_DEL \n " ) ; 
II delete f rom lBP 
iEIlBP_managelmanageCap, & libp_ca_cmd . timeout ) , lBP_DECR, 
I BP_READCAP , &inEo) != 0) I 
EprintEls tderr , " ibp_manage e rror while probing %d \ n" , IBP_errno), 
send_ i nt(Ed , IBP_errno) ; 
r e turn ; 
) 
• I 
II del e t e from IBPCA 
pthread_ffiutex_lockl&expire_lock) ; 
pthread_mutex_lockl&write_lock) ; 
tmp = jrb_Eind_strlwrite_cap_dir, ibp_ca_cmd.cap) ; 
winED = Iwrite_in fo ') jval_vltmp->va l) ; 
dur_tmp = winEo->exp_nod; 
pthread_mutex_unlockl&write_lock) ; 
remove_expire_nodeldur_tmp) ; 
pthread_mutex_unl ock l&expire_lock ) ; 
send_intlfd, lBPCA_OK) ; 
send_ intIEd , l BPCA_OK); 
- --- --- -- ------de l e te_write_cap----- - -
Description; Deletes a writecap from the writecap directory 
' ! This Eunction is probably unnecesary now -- probably 
can rewrite clean_up_trees with remove_exp ire _node 
*--- -- ---.- - -- --
voi d delet e_wri t e_capIJRB tmp) 
I 
I BP_set_oE_caps socaps ; 
wri te_info · winfo; 
char 'ch; 
iE Itmp ! = NULLI 
winEo = Iwrite_ inEo ')jval_v ltmp- >va l ); 
if IwinEo ' = NULL) I 
socaps = winfo - >socaps; 
if I socaps '= NULL I I 
- - * 
iE(socaps >readCap != NULL) Eree (socaps- >readCap); 
iE lsocaps->writeCap != NULL) freelsocaps- >writeCap l ; 
iElsocaps->manageCap ! = NULL) freel socaps- >manageCap ); 
fre e I socaps I ; 
free (winE o); 
ch = Ichar ') j val_sltmp->key); 
Ereelch); 
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pthread_mut e x_ lcck (&wri te_l ock 1 ; 
jrb_delete_node ltmpl; 
pthreadJrlutex_unlock 1&<Jrit e_ i ockl; 
/ "--- - ------- - ----- - ------ -- - --
Handles the client request for IBP_CA_l oad 
void handle_ca_load lint fd, ibp_ca_command ibp_ca_cmd) 
( 
JRB tmp; 
char 'checksum, ibp_readcap(IBP_CAP_LEN), 'ch; 
read_info "rinfo; 
t ime_t t l a c ; 
int si=e . durat ion ; 
c hec ksum extract_checksumlibp_ca_cmd . cap); 
pt h read_mutex_lo:.:k I&read_l ock) ; 
tmp ; j r b_fi nd_s tr l read- cap-di" ibp_ca_c md. capl; 
if Itmp == K ::L:') ( 
pthread_mutex_unlockl&rea~lockl ; 
fprint f I stderr. "Invalid checkswn\n" 1 ; 
return; 
rinfo = Iread_info "Ijval_v{tmp->vall; 
size = rinfo ->s ize; 
duration ~ rinfo - >duration; 
strncpylibp_readcap, rinfo - >readCap, IBP_CAP_LEN); 
pthread_mutex_unlock I &read_lock 1 ; 
time (&tlocl; 
if (durati on < tl oc l { 
fprin tE' (s tderr, "durat ion o f %s has expired\n", ibp_ca_cmd. capl; 
send_ in tlfd , DURATION_EXPIRED); 
return; 
send_int I Ed, IBPCA_OK); 
send_intIEd, size) ; 
send_s tringlibp_readcap, fd); 
/ " _ _ ____ __________ _____ clean_up_trees-- ------
Description: frees up all of the memory from the global 
trees 
voi d clean_up_trees I 1 
( 
JRB t mp, du r _ tmp; 
read_ in fc ~r inf~ , 
wri ce_ in f ~ 'I,·ilnfo ; 
cha ,- ' c h; 
--- ---------------- ---------------"/ 
I.?thread_mut e:x_ locY I&exp l,,-e_l = kl; 
j rb_traver-se ( t mp . 'Nt: i te_cap_dirl { 
winEo :; t\'/r it.e_i nfo * 1 jva.l _v(tmp->vdJ. ) ; 
dur_tmp = <Ji n ro - >exp_nod : 
remove_expire_nodeldur_tmp) ; 
j rb_Eree_tree Iv/ri te_cap_di r) ; 
j z:b_ traverse (tmp. r e ad_cap_ d ir ) 
7 
rin f o == (read_ i n fo ")jval_v(tmp->val).-
dur_tmp ~ rin t o->exp_nod; 
remove_expire_node (dur_ trnp); 
jrb_free_treelread_cap_dir) ; 
pthread_mutex_unlockl&expire_lock) ; 
1* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -addto_expire_l ist- - - - - __________ _ _ - I< 
I nput: new JRB node from readcap or writecap d irectory, 
duration and cap o f new node 
Description: Adds the new node and its duration to the 
expire list 





cmp ~ jrb_insert_int lexpire_l i st, duration, new_jval_vllvoid "Inewl I; 
pthread_mutex_unlockl&expire_lock); 
return(tmp) ; 
/ . -- - ------ -------- ----update_expire_list------ - - - ----------' 
Description: updates the duration of a read or writecap in 
the expire list 
-------------- -- --------- ------------- ------- "/ 
void update_expire_listli nt new_dur, char 'cap) 
( 




lflstrstrlcap, "/R/") == ~!u LL I ( 
type = 'w'; 
pthread_mutex_lock(&write_lock) ; 
else ( 
type = 'r'; 
pthread_mutex_lockl&read_lock) ; 
pthread_mutex_lockl&expire_lockl; 
ifltype == 'w'l ( 
tmp = jrb_Eind_strlwrite_cap_dir, capl; 
</info Iwrite_info") jval_vltmp->vall; 
old_dur = winfo->exp_nod; 
else ( 
t mp = irb_f! nd_strlread_cap_dir. capl; 
rinfo = Iread_info "I jval_vl tmp->val); 
o l ci_ dur :: rinfo ;- >exp_nod; 
irb_delete_nodelo l d_dur) ; 
update = jrb_insert_intlexpire_list, new_duro new_ival_vllvoid "Itmp) I; 
iE I type == 'w') ( 
winfo->exp_nod = update; 
winfo->duration = new_dur; 
pthread_mutex_unlockl&write_lockl; 
else { 
rin fo ->exp_nod = update; 
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rinfo ">dura t ion ; ne ·,·/-.dur; 
pthread_mutex_unlock(&read_lock); 
p thread_mutex_unl ock (&expire_l ock); 
I *- --~---------- - ---traverse_expire_lis t ---- ----------- - --- -- " 
Desc ription, traverses t he expire list and deletes all nodes 
whose durations have expi red 
void "tra v erse_ expi re_list (void "*arg) 
JR 8 dur_ t mp, t mp; 
in t exp1re_ dur, next_expire , rnp ty ; 
\"'hi Ie (l) 
printf ('"TRAVERSE_EXPIRE_LIST \ n ") ; 
expire _ dur time(O ) ; 
mpty = 1; 
pthread_mutex_lock(&expire_lock ) ; 
jrb_traverse(dur_tmp , e xpi re_lis t) ( 
if(jval_i (dur_tmp- >key ) < e xpi re_dur ) ( 
tmp = (JRB) jva l_v (dur_tmp->val) ; 
r e move_expire_node (dur_tmp) ; 
e l se ( 
mpt y = 0; 
nex~ __ expire 
breay. ; 
jval_i (du r _ tmp >key) ; 
pth t"ead_ rnu tex_unlock (!, e xp ire _ l od: I ; 
- ----------- -- - - ' / 
if(!mpty ) nex t _expire = next_expire - time(O); 
if(mpty I I nex t_expire == 0 I I next_expire > 25) 
next_expire = 25 ; 
printf ("about to sl eep for %d sec onds \ n"', next_ e xpi re); 
sleep(next_expire); 
/ * - - ~ ~- ---------remove_expire_node- -
Descripti on, Removes a capability from its directory and the 
expi re list" \"Jhenever t his function is called, the 
e xpi r e _l ock is mutex loc k e d fr om the outside" 
void r e move_ exp i re..flode (J RB dur_tmp ) 
( 
JR8 cap_ tmp , check_tm~ ; 
char cap l ! BPCA_CAP _ LEN )" 'checy.sum, 'cp; 
read_ i n fo "rinf o; 
wr ite inf o ~winfo; 
cap _tmp = (JRB) jval_v {dur_tmp->val); 
strcpy{cap, jval_s(cap_ t mp->key )); 
p rin t f ("deleting cap %s\n" , cap) ; 
cp = st rst r(cap, "/ R/ "" ); 
i f (c p '= NULLi ( 
----- --"- - ,/ 
8 
// delete node fr om read_c a p_d i r 
pth read_mut ex_l ock(&read_l ock); 
rinfo = (read_info ')jval_v(cap_tmp->val); 
f ree (rin fo->manageCap ) ; 





// delete node from writecap_dir 
pthread_mut ex_l ock(&.,rit e_l ock); 
.,inro = (write_info .) jval_v(cap_tmp->val); 
free (winfo -> socaps- >readCap) ; 
fr ee(winfo-> s ocaps->writeCap); 
f ree (winfo->socaps->manageCap) ; 




/' ----- --- --- -
Desc ription : extrac ts a checksum from a readcap ; 
Returns, the checksum if the readcap is va lid, ot h erwise NULL i s returned 
char ' ext rac t _ checksum(cha r 'readcap) 
c har ~checksuml '* tmp ; 
check sum (char ')malloc(CHECKSUM_SIZE); 
tmp = st rstr(readcap, " /R/ "); 
if (trnp == NULL) return NULL; 
strncpy {checksum, tmp+3 , CHECKSUM_ SI ZE) ; 
return checksum ; 
/ * -- - - --- -- ._-_. - ----._ - --
Desc rip t ion: c onstructs a readcap from a c hecksum 
Returns , the readcap 
void construct_readcap(char *checksum, c har *readcap ) 
( 
--' / 
----- -------- ----,/ 
sprint f (readcap, '" ibpca, / /% s , %d/R/ %s", c a_depot" ca_host, c a _depot" ca-port, checksum) 
ibpca server. h 
#include <errno.h> 
#include <math.h> 
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II linclude </usr / l nclude / md5.h> 
#include <mdS.h> 
#include <pthread.h> 
#include <signal. h > 
#include <std io.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <sys / types.h> 
.include <sys / socket.h> 
#i nclude <time .h> 
• inc l ude <un i std .h> 
#inc lude " ibp_c a. h " 
~i nc lude M! bp_errnc h U 
# inc lude " i bp_se r "Jer.h" 
II Lnc l u de ' ibp-protocol . h" 
hnc l u d e " j rb. h' 
. incl u de " libend2end.h" 
typedef struct ( 
int Cmd; 
int: lifet ime; 
int port; 
int manage_cmd; 
c har man_ ctype; 
c har 'host; 
char checksW11{ 33); 
lBP _cap cap; 
unsigned long size; 
unsigned long offset; 
struct ibp_attr i butes attributes; 
struct ibp_ timer timeout ; 
ibp_ca_command; 
typedef struct ( 
int duration; 
int reLability; 
inc life time; 
ulon9_t size; 








int durat ion; 
l1DS_CTX c ontext; 
JRB exp_nod ; 
t.·lrite_info; 
void "dccepcor(vo :' d 1<) ; 
vo id 'se r vi c e rlvotd 01 ; 
v o id 'de c ode_cmd_ c alint, ibp_ca_command 'I; 
void ha ndle_c a_re quest (int I ; 
vo id handle_c a _sco r e_block lin t, ibp_ca_ commandl ; 
'/oid hand! ,,_ca_alloca te (int, ibp_ca_ c omrnandl; 
vo id handle_cd_sto r e I inc, ibp_ca_comman d l; 
'lo id handl ,,_ca_load lint, ibp_ca_command l; 
vo id handle_ca_manage(int. ibp_ca_commandl; 
void handle_ca_manage-prone(ibp_ca_command. char '. int. int. inti; 
voi d handle_ca_manage_t ime (ibp_ca_command. char " int. int I ; 
void handle_ca_manage_ si ze (ibp_ca_command. char o. int. int I; 
void handle_ca_manage_del( ibp_ca_command. char '. inti; 
char °AddtoReadCapDir (cha r o. ibp_ca_command. lBP _cap. lBP _CA_capl ; 
vo id Add tOWrit e CapDi r (lB P _Ci\_cop. rBP _ s et_of_caps. ilip_ca_commandl; 
1 
JRB addto_expire_list(JRB. int. char 'I ; 
void send_intl int. inti ; 
int receive_int(int); 
void send_contex t (ND5_CTX, inti ; 
MDS_CTX receive_context lint); 
void *traverse_e~~ire_list(void *) j 
void update_expire_listlint. char '); 
void remove_ expire_node(JRB); 
void delete_ write_cap(JRB); 
void clean_up_treesll; 
char ' extract checksumlchar '); 
void construct_readcap(char ., char .) .. 
1* Global s "I 
pthread_mutex_t wr ite_lock; 
pthread_rnu tex_t read_ l ock; 
pthre ad_mut ex_t expire_ lock; 
pthread_mutex_t send_ lock; 
JRB read_cap_dir; 
JRB write_c ap_dir; 
JRB expire_ l i st; 
II JRB exp l rec_list; 
II 
!! needs to be deleted in src and incorporated into 
read and write dirs 
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hnclude "ibp_ca.h o 
Ninclude <sys / types.h> 
~ include <sys /socket.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 




#include <netinet / in.h> 
#include <netdb.h> 
#include "ibpca_io.h" 
cha r "Calcula teChecksum(uns i gned char "ablock. int s ize); 
i nt crea t e_ca_IURL lch a r "cap. IBP_t imer); 
void sen d _ packet ( lnC. i nt. l.n t. int. I n t. il1 t. int. in t. int. 
ill e char ' chat . ) ; 
inc cd_co~nect_3cc ke t / ~nar Y, into i nt ) ; 
1 
else 
fprintE ( s tderr. "durati o n must be finite\n"); 
return (-1) ; 
if (d_Che ckAttrRe l y(attributes->re l iability) != IBP_OK) 
fprint f (stderr. "error: inva l id re l i ability\n"); 
return I-I) ; 
iflattributes- >type '= I BP_ BYTEARRAY) ( 
fprintf( stderr. " Data type must be bytearray\ n"); 
return (-1) ; 
/0 
vO l d gend_ak( i~t fdl f • connect to IBP server , / 
s end_int (77 . £::i) ; 
/ ·--------- - -- -----IBP_CA_store_block -
Description: 
IBP_CA_st ore_bl ock allocates and stores data into the 
depot. The duration oE the storage must be finite . 
and the data type must be byte -array. The allocated 
storage space ''' ill be read only. If the data to be 
stored is identical to one already stored. it '.'!ill 
not b e stored a second time. Instead. the readcap 
~ or t h e o riginal storage will be returned and the 
dura t ion of the stora"e ,,.., 1 11 be updated . 
Ret.urns: 
o on successfu l c omplet:' on. -1 otherw ise 
int IBP_CA_store_block( IBP_depo t depot. 
rBP_timer timeout. 
ulong_t size . 
char 'data. 
IBP attributes attributes. 
IBP_CA_cap ca_readcap) 
int Ed . length . exists. ok ; 
time_t It_now . It_lifetime; 
char ·checksum. s[33); 
c har l c_buffer [CHD_BUF _SIZE] ; 
I BP _ cap vlri tecap; 
c hecksum . (cha r ')mallocI33 'si ~eoc (char)) ; 
~hecksum % CalculateChecksum(data. size ); 
/ . 
• rh~ck rsp attr ibute s 
O f 
time ( .. I t _no":) ; 
if ( attributes == NULL) 
fprintfl stderr. "error : invalid attributes \ n") ; 
returnl-l) ; 
if I attributes->durat ion > 0) ( 
It_lifetime = attributes->duration - It_now; 
if I It_IiEetime < 0 ) ( 
Eprintf Is tderr. 'error : can't have negative lifespan\n"); 
return! 1) ; 
/1 Ed request _connection (depot - >host. depot->port); 
fd = ca_ connect_socket(depot->host. depot->port. timeout ->C lientTimeout); 
iE ( fd == - 1) ( 
Eprint flstderr. "Connection to Is:ld failed\n". depot->host. depot ->port); 
return I - 1) ; 
/1 send_ok (Ed) ; 
send-packet(Ed. I BP_CA_STORE_BLOCK. timeout - >ServerSync. 
timeout->ClientTirneout, at t ributes->reliability, 
attributes->duration. size. It_lifetime. O. O. 
checksum. NULL I ; 
exist s receive_intlfd J ; 
ifl'exists) ( 
ok = receive_intIEd) ; 
iflok '= lBP_ OKI ( 
fprintf (stderr. "IBP_allocate: %d\n". ok) ; 
close I Ed); 
return(- l l ; 
writecap = (IBP_cap)malloc(IBP_CAP_ LEN); 
receive_stringlwritecap . IBP_CAP_LEN. fd); 
II printf("writecap is Is\n". writecapl; 
ok = IBP_storelwritecap. &timeou t . data. sizel; 
iflok==O) ( 
fprintElstderr. " I BP_store: Id \n " . IBP_errno); 
close I f d) ; 
returnl - ll ; 
send_ intIEd, ok); 
else ( 
ok = recei ve_int(Edl; 
if(ok == 21 ( 
printf I "cou l dn \' t modify duration\n" I ; 
rece i ve_ stringl ca_readcap. IBPCA_CAP_LEN. fdl; 
// strcpylca_readcap. Ic_bufferl; 
close (Ed) ; 
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return 10); 
1 *- - - - ------ - -- - --- -lBP_CA_allocate--- · 
Description, 
lBP_CA_allocate allocates maxsize bytes of storage into 
the depot. The a ttributes of the storage are defined by 
attributes. The duration must be finite, and the data 
type must be byte-array. 
Re turns, 
o on s uccesfu l co mpletion , -1 otherwise 
- 01 
..... nt I EP_CA_all oca tel IE P_depot depot , 
I, 
I BP._t i me r timeou t, 
uI o ng _ t maxsi:e, 
IBP_at tributes attributes, 
I BP_CA_~ap writecap) 
lnt Ii_return, Ed, ok, 
time_t I t_now, It_lifetime; 
char l e_ buffer (CHD_BUF _SIZE) ; 
lBP_CA-packet packet; 
1* 
o check IBP attributes 
° 1 
time I&lt_no.,); 
if I attributes :2 NU l.L ) 
fprin t. f l s tde rr, "error, inva l i d attributes\n"); 
return \ il ; 
i. f I ae n 'inu t e s >durat i o ll > 0) { 
I t_ li f ~t ime :;: at~ r d..>u tes >durati o:l Il now, 
i f ( I t _l ir e t Hte < 1)1 ( 
f pn nt Elst d er t: , "e r ro c can\'e t ,ave negae i v e lifespan \ n " ); 
return(l); 
else ( 
fprintE Istderr, "durat ion must be finite \ n"); 
return{-l) ; 
if (Ili_return = d_CheckAttrRe ly latt ributes -> rel iability») != IBP_OK) ( 
fprintflstderr. "error, i nvalid reliability\n"); 
ret urn 1-1) ; 
if I att ributes->type '= I BP_BYTEARRAY) ( 
1 ° 
f printf Istderr, "Data type must be bytearray\n"); 
returnl-I) ; 
* connect to ISP server 
° 1 
fd = request_connectionldepot->host, depot->port); 
fd = ca_connect_socketldepot ->hos t , depot->port , timeout->ClientTimeout); 
iflfd == -1) ( 
fprintflstderr, "Connection to %s,%d fa iled\n", depot->host, depot->port); 
returnl-l) ; 
I' send_ok I Ed) ; 
send-Pdcketlfd , I B?_CA_ALLOCATE, timeou t->ServerSync , t Uneout- >ClientTimeout, 
att r ibutes >re liab: lity, attr ibu tes - >d u ration, maxsize, It_I i Eetime, 
0, 0 , NULL. NULL ) ; 
ok = receive_intIEd); 
if 10k! = lBP_OK) ( 
fprintf(stderr, "IBP_allocate, %d\n", ok); 
close (fd) ; 
II return(-I); 
exit (1); 
receive_stringlwritecap , IBPCA_CAP_LEN , fd) ; 
close (Ed) ; 
return(O) ; 
/ . - -- - -. - - - ------ - - - - IB P _CA_store---- -------- - --_ - - - - _ ___ ' 
Descript ion, 
I BP_CA_store appends to a writecap previously obtained 
from IBP_CA_allocate. The first size bytes of data are 
appended to the byte-array referenced by '·Jritecap. 
Readcap is then constructed from the entire byte-array's 
mdS-checksum. 
Returns, 
o o n successful completion, -1 otherwise 
---------- ---- ------- ------------------------'/ 
int lBP_CA_s tore( IBP_CA_cap ca_writeeap, 
char buf f er / CMD_BUF_SlZE); 
l nt Ed, ok; 
char writ ecap[IBP_CAP_LEN); 
MD5_CTX context; 
lBP_timer timeout. 
char ~da ta, 
u l on9_t size, 
IBP_CA_ca p readcap) 
Ed create_ca_IURL(ca_writecap, timeout) ; 
if(fd == NULL) 
fprintE(stderr , "MOS IBP Internal Error\n"); 
return(-I) ; 
else if(fd == -1) ( 
return(-I) ; 
send-packet(fd, IBP_CA_STORE, timeout->ServerSync. timeout - >C l ientTimeout, 
0, 0, size, 0, 0, 0, NULL, ca_wri tecap); 
ok = receive_int(fd); 
if(ok== - I){ 
fprintE(stderr, "Bad 'Nritecap\ n "); 
close (fd) ; 
r e turn ( - 1) ; 
else if (ok == -2) ( 
Epr intEl stderr. " Expired duration \n" ); 
c l osetEd) ; 
ret urn I -1) ; 
/I writecap = (IBP_cap)mallocIIBPCA_CAP_LEN) ; 
receive_string (writecap, I BP_CAP_ LEN , fd); 
context = receive_contextlfd); 
II printf("writecap is %s \n ", writecap) ; 
ok = IBP_score(writecap, &timeout, data. size); 
if(ok == 0) ( 
fprintf(stderr. " rB P_s t ore error, %d\n", IBP_errno); 
send_int I fd, 0 ) ; 
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close (fd) ; 
return(-l) ; 
send_int(fd, ok); 
MD5Update(&context, data. size); 
send_context (context, Ed); 
receive_string(buffer, IBPCA CAP LEN, Ed); 
s trc py(readcap . bu f fe r ); 
c lose ( fd l ; 
r et. u n l (CI; 
i ' - ---- ------- -IBP_CA_load - - - ----
Description: 
IBP_CA_load loads size bytes, starting at the oEfset 
position, from the byte - array accessed through readcap 
and stores the bytes into buf. 
Returns: 
Number oE bytes read on suc cess ful completion, -1 
othen.;ise 
int IBP_CA_load( IBP_CA_cap ca_readcap , 
IBP tImer tImeout, 
c har 'buE, 
ul ong_ t size , 
d ong_ t offset ) 
in c f d, ok. 1 2ng th ; 
ll:! P _ c a p readeap, 
fd crea te_ca _ ILlHL (ca_readcap, t imeou t, ) i 
iE(fd == NULL) 
fprintE(stderr. "~1D5 I BP Internal Error\n"); 
retu rn (-1) , 
else if(fd == -1) 
return( - l) , 
send-packet(Ed, IBP_CA_LOAD. timeout->ServerSync, 
timeout - >ClientTimeout. 0, 0, size. 0, offset . 
0 , NULL. ca_readcap); 
ok = receive_ in t(Ed ) , 
if ( ! ok) ( 
Epri ntE(stderr, "Expired duration\n"); 
retunl l -l ) ; 
length = receive_int{fd); 
r e adcap = (IBP_cap) rna 11 oc (IBP_CAP_LEN) i 
receive_st ring(readcap. IBP_CAP_LEN, fd) ; 
close (fd ) ; 
if(size + offset > length) II '? !' size - offset ' ? 
fprintE(stderr , " Invalid size / offset\n"); 
returnl-1) ; 
l ength = 0; 
l engt h = IBP_ l oad l r eadcap, &t imeout, buE, size , oEEset ) i 
if(1 ength == 0 ) ( 
[printE Isteien- , " IBP load error : ~ d \ n " , IBP_e rrno) ; 
return( 1 ); 
retu r n l ang :: h ; 
3 
/" ------------------- ---------- --- -- -- --- . 
Description: 
Allows the user to perform the following operations on 
a storage area: 
1. probe a writ e o r read cap. 
2. extend time limit 
3. extend si ze 
4. delete a wr itecap 
operations 2,3 , and 4 require a writ ecap \ .. 'hile operation 
1 can be used with a readcap or a writecap 
Returns: 
o on success ful completion, -1 otherwise 
"' ---- - - - ... 




int fd, ok; 
char lc_buffer [CMD_BUF _SIZE) ; 
iElstrstrlrnan_cap, "/W/") '= NULL) 
fd = create_ca_I URL(rnan_cap, timeout); 
else 
fd create_c a_IURLlrnan_cap, timeout); 
i E (Ed = = NULL) 
fprintflstderr , "MD5 IBP Internal Error\n"); 
return 1- 1); 
else iflfd == -1) 
return 1-1) ; 
send-packet(Ed, I BP_CA_MANAGE, timeout->ServerSync, 
timeout->ClientTimeout, status ->attrib .rel iabili ty , 
status->attrib.duration , status ->rnaxSize, 0, 0, cmd, 
NULL, man_cap); 
if(cmd == IBP_CA_MANAGE_PROBE) 
status->rnaxSize = receive_int(fd); 
if(status->maxSize == -1) ( 
status->maxSize = status->exists = 0; 
fprintE (stderr, "Bad read/wri tecap \ n"); 
close( f d) ; 
return( - l) ; 
else ifl stat us->maxSize == - 3) ( 
status ->maxSize = status->exists = 0; 




sta tus - >exists = 1; 
status->attrib .duration 
else 
ok = receive_intlfd) i 
if 10k == -1) ( 
recei ve_int (Ed) ; 
Epr i ntf(stderr, "Bad vl ritecap\n " ), 
c l ose I Ed ) , 
r et urn I - 1) ; 
else Lf (ok == · 2 1 
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f prin t flstdet-r. "t1usc have a '·.'rit e cap Co change storage \ n"l; 
-: l ose I fd ) ; 
t'" et.u r-n ( -1 1 .-
else i f (ok 3 1 I 
f p r l nt ft stderr . "Expired durat l on , 0" I; 
clo"e {f j) ; 
return( 11; 
ok recei ve_int(Ed) ; 
Hl o k != IBP_OK) ( 
EprintE(stderr, "IBP_manage, %d\n". ok); 
close tEd) ; 
re turn (-1 I ; 
closet Ed) ; 
returo(O) ; 
- ----- - - -- .' - ---- - - - -crea te_ ca l URL- - - --- --- - -- ------
l~pu t s , a c~pabi lity 
Re cu rns: a f ile ae scripco r 
Descripti on, Extracts the hostname and port Erom the input 
capabil i ty. connects t o the IBP_CA s erve r at that 
loca t i on, and returns a fil~ descriptor o f the connection 
------------ ----------------- -- - - --- -------- - -- - - --- - "/ 
int crea te_ca_IURL(char ·cap. IBP_timer timeout) 
inc Ed. port; 
c har "cmp, "chr. cap_type; 
c h ar "host. type(6 ]; 
if ( cap == NULL I I strlen(capl < = 01 
Ep r in t f(stderr. " Invalid Cap\n"); 
retu'r-n (!'1'J LL I ; 
tmp = s t:Ldup (cap); 
1 trim_st r t1'!g ( tmp l ; 
host = strstrltmp. "" " I; 
hos t += 2; 
chr = strchr(host, ' , '); 
c hrlO] = . \0'; 
tmp = chr + 1; 
port atoi Ichr + 1); 
chr s t rc hr I tmp, '/') ; 
tmp = chr + 1; 
cap_type = tmp I 0 ] ; 
iflcap_type == 'R') 
} 
strcpy I type. "READ" I ; 
else ifl cap_ type == ' W') 
strcpy I type. "htRITE"); 
el se I 
fp r in t f (stderr "tntlst be a read o r ',;rite cap \ n"l ; 
f reei t,1npl' 
return (NULL) ; 
Ed 0; 
/ Ed requesc_c onnect i onlhost, portl; 
4 
fd = c a_connec t _socketlhost. pOLt, timeout - >Cl ientTimeout); 
if lfd == -II I 
Epr i n t E (st de rr. "Conn ection t o ~s,%d Eailed\n" . hos t, port) ; 
r e t u rn I -1 I; 
/ / send_ok I Ed) ; 
returnlfd) ; 
/ ·----- - ------ ---- - -------send-Packet---- ---
Inputs, a file descriptor , IBP_CA command , Timeout information. 
data attributes, s ize. oEEset, IBP_CA_manage command, data 
che cksum. and a capability 
Desc ription: 
The inputs to this function cover any IBP_CA command . 
is sent to the IBP_CA server.If the specified command 
require some of the inputs , then they are ignored. 
Everything 
does no t 
"' . .--- - --- - - --- ------- --~ - - --- .. - - .. - - - .. -- - - --------------- - * / 
void send-packet(int fd, int Cmd, int ServerSync. int ClientTimeout, 
int reliability. int duration, int size. int lifetime. 
int offset, int man cmd, char 'checksum, char 'cap) 
IBP_CA-packet packet; 
packet.Cmd = htonl( Cmd); 
packet.ServerSync = htonl(ServerSyncl; 
packe t. ClientTimeout = htonl(ClientTimeout); 
packet .reliabi lity = hton l (reliabilityl; 
packet.duration = htonl(duration); 
packet.size = htonllsizel; 
packet . l ifetime = htonli lifetime); 
packet.offset = htonll o ffset); 
packet.man_cmd = htonl(man_cmdl; 
ifl c hecksum != NULLI strncpylpacket. c hecksum, c hecksum, CHECKS~!_S IZE); 
ifl cap != NULL) strncpylpacket.cap. cap. IBPCA_CAP_LEN); 
if I write ( fd. Ivoid "I&packet. sizeoEl packet)) != si zeo f lpacketl) 
perro r I "IV r i te I I "I ; 
exit ill; 
int ca_connec t _ socket (cha r "'host, int port . int Clien tTimeout) 
I 
int sock, nfds, ok, err, val, len , starttime, success; 
fd_set writeset; 
struct tirneval "'timeout; 
struct sockaddr 1n sn; 
struc t hosten t *he; 
starttime timeIO); 
success = Oi 
whi Ie ( ! success ) 
if (Clien tTimeout == 01 
timeout NULL; 
else I 
o meout I struct timeval ") malloc I si zeo f (struct timeval» ; 
starttime = t i meIO); 
timeou t->tv_.sec = ClientTimeout - ItimelO ) - starttime); 
t imeout->tv_ usec = 0; 
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it(' (he = g e thostbyname( hos t))) ( 
fprintf (s t derr , "'Os: can't ge t hostname \ n", host): 
exit (1): 
sn.s n_ t a mily = AF_INET : 
sn. n _po r t = htons( (short)po rt) : 
sn. n_addr.s_ addr = *(u_l ong *) (h e - >h_addr_ list [Oll : 
if «sock = socket (AF_INET, SOCK_STREAl1, 0 )) - 1) ( 
p e rror("socket() "): 
exit(l): 
ok connect (sock , (st r u ct sockaddr ') &sn, si zeo E ( sn)): 
iE(ok < 0) ( 
err = _ g et_er rno(): 
if (err != EIN PROGRESS && err '= EWOULDBLOCK) ( II and '= SYS_OK (defined as E 
RROR_SUCC ESS) ?? !! 
Eprintf(stderr, "SocketConnec t () , connect() Ea il ed \n\ terror: %d, Is\n" , errno 
strerror(errno) ) : 
return( - l) : 
nfds sock + I : 
FD_ZERO(&writeset) : 
FD_ SET (sock, &writeset) : 
i E (ok = selec t (n f ds, NUL L, &writ eset, NULL , timeout) == 0) ( 
c Jose (sock ) : 
Ep rintE Istderr. "Cllen tTimeQ'c t expired before a s:lcces I ",j connection was estab 
11shed \n"l : 
t"etu r n I 1) : 
"' : s e 1 E I o k < 0) 
c lose ( sock l : 
per r or ("sel e c t " I: 
return(- l ): 
len = s i zeo f (va l ) : 
i f ( ge t sockopt (sock, SOL_SOCKET, SO_ERROR, &va l . &len I ! = 0 ) { 
perror ( "getsockopt" ) : 
retu r n( -l l: 
if(val !=O){ 
c l ose (sock) : 
i f ( t imeout > 0 && (startt i me + ClientTi meout >= time (O)) ) ( 
fprintf(s tde rr. "C l ientTi meout expired before a succesful connection was est 
abl ished\n") : 
return(-l) : 
suc cess 0: 
else 
s uccess I: 
else 
success = 1 j 
return (sock ) : 
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#include "ibp_CornMod.h" 
#include "ibp-lib.h " 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <s tdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <pthread.h> 
#include "ibp_ne t.h" 
# Lnc 1 ude "j rb . h" 
'include "ibp_errno . h" 
~ inc 1 ude ., ibp_base . h " 
#i nc 1 ude " ibp-protc co l h" 
# inc 1 ude <mdS h> 
#def ine IBP_CA_STORE 
#define IBP_CA_AL LOCATE 









#define BAD_RE.~D_\"R ITE_CAP 
#def ine NEED_\'iR I TE_CAP 
#deE i ne DURATION_EXPIRED 
#deEine IBP_CAP_ LEN CMD_BUF_SIZE 
#define IBPCA_CAP_LEN 305 
typedef char 'IBP_CA_cap; 
cypedef struct ( 






int size j 
int maxSizei 
int e xis ts ; 
struct i bp_attributes attr , b; 
ibp-.probe _ info; 









l.nt man cmd, 
char checksum (CHECKSUM_SIZE ) ; 
char cap (IBPCA_CAP_LEN); 
IBP_CA-.pdcket; 
socklerL-t Ibp_c a_addrlen ; 














int IBP_CA_store_block( IBP_depot . 
lnt IBP_CA_alloca t e( 
int IBP_CA_store ( 
int IBP_CA_load( 
int I BP_CA_manage( 
IBP _timer . 
ulong_t. 
char * I 
I BP_attributes. 





rBP _CA_cap) ; 









ulong_ t) ; 
IBP_CA_cap, 
IBP_timer, 
int, , I manage command 
ibp-.probe_inEo 0); 
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdli b.h> 
#include "ibpcd_io.h" 
/" * -- ------ - -- send_s tring- ----- - .... ----~ ..... ----- - ,... 
Description: sends a str ing to d Eile descriptor 
vo id send_stringl char *5 , int fd) 
I 
in t len , ok; 
len = strlenls); 
--- - - -· '1 
1 
in t i; 
read(fd, Ivoid *) &1, sizeof (int)); 
return (ntohl( i)); 
-send_context ----- - ---
Inputs: a md5 context and a Eile descriptor 
Description: sends a context to the fi l e descrip tor 
s end_int I Ed, len); , ------ - -------- - . -------.- --- -- . -.-- -- . ' I 
vo id send.contex tIMD5.CTX context, int Ed) 
ok = write(fd, 5, len); 
i E (ok < 0) ( 
perror l "write") ; 
pthread. exi t(O) ; 
/* - ~-- -·-- ------ ---------- receive_string- - - - - - ­
Descript i on: receives a string from a fil e 
descriptor 
voi d receive.string(char '5, int s ize , int Ed) 
( 
int len, ok; 
len receive_ ~ nt (fd) ; 
iE (len> size-l) 
··'1 
Eprintf(stde rr, "Receive s tring: string too small (%d vs %d)\n", 
len, size); 
exit (1); 
o k = readiEd, (voi d *)s, sizeoE(char) , len); 
i E (ok < 0) ( 
) 
printf l "READ read re turned %d \n" , ok ); 
perror ( "read" ) ; 
P thread.exit(O ); 
s [I en] = '\ 0' ; 
/* - ----- - ------ - --- send_int- ---- -- - -
Description : sends an integer to a Eile descripto r 
void send.int lint fd, int i) 
( 
int h; 
h=htonl (i) ; 
write(fd, Ivoid *)&h , sizeoE(h)) ; 
1*- ---- - -- -------- - - ---receive_int ---- - -
Description: rece i ves an integer from a file 
d escriptor 
int recei ve_int (in t fd) 
--- -' I 
." - - * 
---- -- '/ 
II char buE[sizeoE(MD5.CTX)]; 
char 'bu E; 
buf = (char ')malloc(sizeof(MDS.CTX»); 
buf = memcpy ( (void ')bui, (void ')&context, sizeof(MD5.CTX); 
write (fd, (void *)buL sizeo f(MD5.CTX»; 
free(buE); 
/* ---- - ----- ---------- - -- receive_context ---- - - -- - - -- - --- -* 
Inpu ts: a file descriptor 
Ou tpu ts: a md5 context 
Description: reads a context Erom the i nput file 
descriptor 
MD5_CTX rece ive.con text(int Ed) 
( 
II char buf(sizeof(MD5.CTX)]; 
char 'buf ; 
MD5 CTX 'tmp, context; 
buE = (char ·)malloc(sizeof(MD5.CTX)) ; 
readiEd, (vo id *)buf, sizeof(MD5.CTX) ) ; 
tmp = (MD5.CTX *)malloc(sizeoE(MDS.CTX)); 
--_ •. * / 
tmp = memcpy( void ')tmp, (void *)buE. sizeoE( MD5.CTX)); 
II memc py ( void ')"tmp, (voi d ')buL s izeof(MD5.CTX)); 
context ~tmp; 
f ree(buf) ; 
free I tmp) ; 
retu rn contexti 
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#inc l ude <mdS.h> 
veid send_ s t ring(char ", int); 
void receive_ string(cha.r " . into in t ); 
v oid send_i n t(int, !n~ ); 
int receive_ int(int); 
void send_con t ext (MDS_CTX, int); 
~lD5_CTX receive_context (int) ; 
~-
1 
